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Turbulence?

. ...
..

Winds?

Evaporation/condensation fronts

150K

500K

Remote observations
tend to see 3-5 H, not

near the midplane where
primary accretion occurs

    (10-100 km planetesimals)

Scott and Krot 2005 ApJ 

(eg., Dullemond and Dominik 2004, 2005)

Radial drift

Refractory
material

Boulders and planetesimals

Chondrules and dust

Diffusion



Communication between meteoriticists and astrophysicists
is a serious problem



Overview

Motivation: primitive bodies in our solar system

Turbulence and particle-gas dynamics in the PPN

Dense clumps of small particles;  fingerprints

Thresholds for primary accretion;  birthfunctions 
        (at 2.5 and 30 AU)

Other constraints to challenge the scenario 



Asteroids

(eg., Asteroids III, U. Az press)
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Most initial (pre-runaway-accretion) mass
in 120-150km diameter objects.

D-type asteroids & Kuiper Belt objects
may have similar initial size distrib’s

Asteroid mass histogram
red:IRAS DB, online
blue: Tedesco et al 2002
green: Jedicke et al 2002
uncertainties = Poisson
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Observed D-type objects
Trans-Neptunian
objects captured during
the LHB

Bottke et al Nature 2006
Levison et al Nature 2009



Rubble Pile

Post-primary-accretion collisional environment left many
asteroids as rubble piles

However, thermal alteration evidence suggests that
pre-collisional object had more of an onion shell structure

Taylor et al 1987

Some breccias: grades 3,4,5;
Chondrule-free samples lacking 

Different
grades of
thermal
alteration



Initial contents were very homogeneous;
thermal alteration baked inner material the most

Trieloff et al 2003

See “Asteroids III”; U. of A Press (2003)

Thermal models point to 100km diameter objects
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Initial contents were very homogeneous;
thermal alteration baked inner material the most

How to construct 100km asteroids (parents of groups) 
entirely out of “chondrules” with similar properties?

Trieloff et al 2003

See “Asteroids III”; U. of A Press (2003)

Thermal models point to 100km diameter objects

? 6



mm

Chondrites



Chondrule melting theories



Metzler et al 1992 GCA
Brearley 1993 GCA
Cuzzi et al 2005 (Krot)

“Primary texture” 



Vigarano CV3Murchison CM2
NWA502 CO3

Clovis H3.6 Bishunpur LL3.1

1.7cm

Particle size & 
dust content
varies

All same size



Major element variance 
between chondrules in 

a given meteorite exceeds
variance between all groups

What properties define chondrite groups? 

1. Chemistry and
       mineralogy

0.05

After Scott & Newsom 1989

(LL3)

Groups represent “centroid” of 
a diverse local sample



2. Isotopes (here, oxygen)

eg., Clayton 1993 Ann Rev EPS

Isotopic composition of 
chondrules and bulk samples 
separate the different groups;

Can relate chondrites & achondrites,
group across alteration grades



Kurahashi et al 2009

Villenueve et al 2009

Myr age difference 
even between particles 

in the same rock!

Recent work shows 26Al was
homogeneously distributed and 
can be used as a clock; 26Al was
also the primary cause of melting 
of early-formed objects

Achondrites
& metal cores



moon

Ceres

Nebula turbulence prevents rapid growth,
and helps with CAI survival, STARDUST,
long-lived dust; misc recent studies)
However, simple incremental growth stalls
in turbulence at m-size (removal processes;
Brauer et al 2008, plus many unpublished
studies by Stu W.)

non-turbulent
t=105 yr

Weidenschilling 2000; SSRevs

 

Vesta

Gaffey et al 2003

non-turbulent
t=105 yr

V
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McSween et al 2003; Ast. III
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- Age-dating of primitive chondrites

- Dominance of unmelted asteroids 

Accretion was inefficient
in the inner solar system S-type asteroids



Gas turbulence drives particle velocities

Particle stopping time
ts = r ρs / c ρg
Particle < gas mfp

Large eddies contain most of the energy,
large eddy velocity Vg  ~ c α1/2.

Large eddy frequency ~ the orbit freq;
Small eddies have faster overturn times

tη



Primitive (unmelted) bodies formed over a period of 1-3 Myr after to = CAIs

Melted objects (metals, achondrites) formed earlier -> extended duration

Primitive chondrite parent bodies ~ 100km and homogeneous throughout?

But.. different parents have different chemical & isotopic properties, and …

..chondrules in a given chondrite vary widely in chemistry & formation age.

Nonturbulent nebulae tend to form too many large objects too fast, but …

Growth by sticking is difficult in turbulence beyond ~m size (at most??)

… and turbulence erodes km-size bodies (Ida et al 2008);

Plus models of subsequent accretion suggest asteroids formed big



Presently two scenarios for planetesimal accretion
in turbulence giving inefficient accretion :

Three-stage instability in meter-size particles
triggered by pressure ridges around large eddies

(Haghigipour & Boss 2003; Rice et al 2004),
fostered by streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman

2005) and completed by GI (Johansen et al 2007)

Two-stage process in mm-size particles
triggered by aerodynamic intermittency
and completed by slow sedimentation

under self-gravity
(Cuzzi et al 1996, 2001, 2005, 2008, 2009)

Both could operate independently in the same environment;
Both have potential to “leapfrog” problematic m-km size range;

Both have issues to overcome

ts = tη



Turbulent Concentration - “fingerprints”
Predicted size and size distribution are 

 a good match to chondrules
if Stη = 1 at peak (ts = tη) is assumed

ts = tηts = tη

(see also Teitler et al 2009)Cuzzi et al 2001 ApJ

ts = tη

α

rρs



no mass loading, no self gravity,
no solar gravityl



 

Φ

Hogan & Cuzzi 2007; Phys Rev E
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Determining the creation rate of suitable clumps at (Φ,l):
Cascade model of particle-laden turbulent concentration
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Thresholds



Gas pressure precludes GI for small particles!
(Sekiya 1983; but forgotten for 25 years)

Classical GI:

Sekiya 1983, Cuzzi et al 2008

Safronov 1969,1991; Goldreich & Ward 1973, Cuzzi et al 1993

FP

FG FG

Curves for 
various c

for FG  > FP:  Φ=ρp/ρg

=2R

Φ >ρg

Dense clumps only sh rink slowly on sedimentation time tsed



Accretion thresholds in turbulent concentration :
(1) clump must remain bound in local vorticity

2(l)=local enstrophy; average at scale l is

p=g
 generalizes logic of Sekiya 1983

where

(l)

(2) global rotation sets a minimum on local vorticity

Sekiya value: 10/3 higher



(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed



γ/2r

(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed



γ/2r

(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed



γ/2r

(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed



γ/2r

Φ =100: object D~20-50 km

(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed



Simulation equivalent to Φ=100, l=104 km, β=2x10-3

without self-gravity  



Simulation equivalent to Φ=100, l=104 km, β=2x10-3

with self-gravity; WeG criterion validated!  



No SG

No SG

Cuzzi et al 2008 ApJ

No SG



γ/2r

and

Typical nebula 0=1-2x10-3

(3) Dense clumps are destroyed by headwind ram pressure 
on the slow sedimentation timescale tsed

where 
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Cascade model: increasing N represents smaller scales

Probability
varies

with level1

2

Highest probability and size at each level gives primary size distrib
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M = (Φρg) P(Φ,S) (f V) /tsed

 tsed = (12GΦρgts )-1

Assume ts = tη(α,Ω)

Solve for “goal” values P(Φ,S) for each case,
required to produce the mass originally present

Estimating P(Φ,S)  from the planetesimal creation rate

Suppose we need ~2M   to accrete in 2Myr between 2-4 AU; M=1M   /Myr;

In Kuiper Belt the value is  ~45M    between 16-30 AU; M= 20M   /Myr (?);

Regional volume V=2πaΔa(2H); use fraction f=β1/2 nearest midplane



Using Φ1,sek

A=10 Ao A=30 Ao

“Birth Functions” from a few nebula parameter combinations



A=10 AoA=Ao

“Birth Functions” from a few nebula parameter combinations

Using Φ1,sek





Other testable implications of the scenario:
clump encounter time and associated radial diffusion length
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Other testable implications of the scenario:
clump encounter time and associated radial diffusion length

Kurahashi et al 2009
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2.5 AU 

Wide range of parameter space; some combinations unrealistic
for late stages of PPN evolution but existence proof satisfied;
note Φ values at mode are O(10) in most plausible cases

(1) very strong sensitivity to solids abundance;
(2) preferred βο range is  ~10x lower than canonical

(3) preferred ρgo is higher than MMN



Is A=10-30Ao (at 2.5AU) and A=10Ao (at 30 AU) plausible?

Vertical 
  Settling



H2O
solidvapor

silicates
solidvapor

F. Ciesla P. Garaud 2008

water
160K

heavy
organics

470K

silicates
1300K

Dotted curves: vapor
Solid curves: solids

H2

~ 1 AU

log r(cm)
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Stepinski and Valageas 1996, 1997

Rapid radial drift of m-size particles scavenges the outer nebula

100 100010



r for α= 10-4

1mm

1cm 10cm

α for r=1 mm

10-4

10-5
10-6

Vertical settling of dense clumps increases near-midplane density
Mean vertical density gradient a balance between downward settling 
and upward diffusion; if downward transport is enhanced (vertical analog
of streaming instability), near-midplane density will be increased.  

diffusion
settling

Dubrulle et al 1995

....................

High midplane solids density may produce lower β than “canonical”
Nakagawa et al 1986



Recent work in fluid dynamics community is exploring
enhancement of particle settling (Yang & Lei 1998, Aliseda et al
2002, Yang & Shy 2005, Bosse et al 2006, …) :

Sheetlike downward flow is seen in “streaming” flow regions
complementary to eddies (Reλ < 150 so far)

Maximal enhancement of settling seen for “preferentially
concentrated” particles (ts = tη ); ie., exactly those of interest

Settling velocity enhancement scaling is under debate:
scales with  Vη  , VL , and/or Re??

Mass loading is important, can influence structure of turbulence
(analogy: vertical streaming instability?)

Vertical settling or “Preferential Sweeping” (Wang & Maxey 1993)



Summary of this primary accretion scenario

Process shows promise in Kuiper belt as well, but “fingerprints”
     may be less apparent if only fluffy aggregates exist

Rare, dense clumps of aerodynamically sorted particles 
     become gravitationally bound and sediment gently inwards 
     to form 10-100km “sandpiles” over 100-1000 orbits

Sandpiles contain well-characterized, size-sorted particles
      with universal size distribution and modal size which
      depends on local gas density and turbulent intensity α

Near-midplane abundances of solids may be enhanced by rapid 
     radial drift of “boulders” formed further out, and perhaps vertical 
     settling of dense clumps

Accretion continues sporadically over ~Myr while nebula conditions 
     change and particle mix evolves; primary accretion “rate” roughly 
     satisfies current estimates of mass formation rate



Open issues and areas for future work
Turbulence: to be or not to be? Dead zones or merely Dull?
     sporadic and/or layered turbulence? Radially variable?

Turbulent concentration: Cascade multiplier distribution
     must be verified over broader inertial range

Thresholds: Simplistic! Are they the right ones? Must refine the
critical “gravitational Weber number” WeG* for stability

For followup on the dataset of interest:
Chondrites and the Protoplanetary Disk (2005) ASP Conf Series, vol 341
Meteorites and the Early Solar System II (2006) U of Az press

3D modeling: behavior of dense clumps in nebula conditions 
    (self gravity; interactions; settling; statistics)

Decoupling and radial redistribution of solids: enhancement
  or depletion? Need global models with accretion/destruction

The “answer” may involve several or all of these different
   processes working together:  both global and local.


